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JLMBC Monthly Meeting 
April 14, 2020 

Minutes 
 

Joint Labor/Management Benefits Committee – *William Elarton-Selig, Chair, JLMBC 
MEMBERS 
James Bradley, SEIU Local 99 

*Ruby J. Newbold, AFT 
Administrator, AFT College Staff 
Guild, Local 1521A 
*Otto W. K. Lee, LAHC/President, 
Administrative Representative 
*Ernesto Medrano, LA/OC 

Building & Construction Trades 
Council 
*Joanne Waddell, President, L.A. 
College Faculty Guild, Local 1521 
*Bruce Hicks, SEIU Local 721 

ALTERNATES 
*Dr. Celena Burkhardt, 

Teamsters Local 911 
*Mercedes Gutierrez, 
Director of HR, Administration 
 

RESOURCES TO THE JLMBC 
Dr. Albert Román 

*Leon Marzillier, Retiree 
Laurie Green, Retiree 
*Fern Reisner, Retiree 
*Claudette McClenney, SEIU 
Local 721 
*Leila Menzies, Management 

Association 
Kenneth Taira, Adjunct 
*Katrelia Walker, ESC, Human 
Resources 
*Leo Costantino, Risk Manager 

*Valencia Moffet, Director of 
Business Services 
*Sharon Hendricks, Retirement 
Liaison, AFT 1521 

 

VISITORS/SUBSTITUTES—Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. (*Marcos Morales, *Mirna 
Medina, *Candace Bo, *Rachel Parker), *Isabel Alejandro (IT), SEIU (Shawn 
Tramel, Mary Vanginkle), *Joseph Cartwright, *Steven Butcher, *Priscilla Lopez 
(Teamsters Local 911)  

 
*Indicates “Present” 

 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:46 a.m. 
Location: Educational Services Center—6th Floor Conference Room,  

770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
 
The meeting was called to order by Bill Elarton, Chair. 
 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Agenda is approved.  

 

Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 

 

Approval of Minutes 
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Minutes are approved. 

 

Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Fall Newsletter Outline Drafts 

Celena begins by sharing that there have been a lot of recent changes since 
the last meeting including that student loans are on hold until September 
30th. Celena shares that in reference to the Student Loan Forgiveness 

Program, that they credit is still given for payments during the 6 months. 
Joanne asks if that is part of a lawsuit settlement from yesterday. Celena 
says it is separate and she can send the information out.  Rachel runs 
through the Active newsletter draft beginning with the cover and highlighting 

the note about plans that may require premium contributions in the 2021 
plan year. Rachel moves to the article it is referencing asking about including 
a dollar amount for the plans. Bill points out there will be several rates for 
each plan depending on the tier. Bill adds he would like a statement 
reminding that AFT is always working to provide employees choice and they 

have a certain number of plans they can choose from. Bill continues that the 
majority are covered at 100% but if you want one of these, there will be a 
cost. Rachel moves forward with the next page saying it will cover some 
medical plan basics and include a claims exhibit to help illustrate how much 

more it can cost to go out of network. Rachel explains on the next page 
there is Dental information and that a side by side comparison has been 
requested so they will include that as well. Rachel continues with saying the 
dependent care information and the FSA information will remain the same 

from last year.  

Rachel asks if any additional information should be included for the HRA as 
that was a sticking point this year. Bill says some information will depend on 
how negotiations go and if they are finished before fall, as its part of the 
MBA. Celena asks about including information on how to submit a claim 

through WageWorks. Bill thinks that would be helpful and especially 
including the link as it has to be a specific link and just googling it will take 
you to the wrong place. Celena offers to send screenshots of the process.  

Rachel moves on to voluntary benefits and using the portal, which have not 

changed. Rachel then goes on to Important Reminders, which includes the 
Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program. Bill asks if the Information Celena 
just mentioned can be included. Rachel says she will update it to include the 
information.  

Rachel comes to the Flu Season information and asks if they would like to 
see COVID-19 specific information included. Bill says maybe to make it more 
general about a pandemic, COVID and flu. Rachel asks if they would like to 
see flu vs. COVID. Leo advising against offering any medical suggestions at 
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all around COVID as it is constantly evolving. Leo suggests just pointing to 
CDC and assets from carriers, referencing the information Katrelia has been 
getting with Gallagher’s help. Bill thinks it might be okay to offer the best 

way to protect against seasonal illness. Leo says that is still medical advice 
and we are currently in unchartered territory. Leo would prefer if we provide 
the resources to find the information but not to offer the information as 
advice to avoid it being taken the wrong way and falling on the district. 

Joanne agrees. Bill suggests taking out the information and just putting in 
the links and the titles of the articles. Joanne voices concern over using the 
words recommendation or the like. Katrelia suggest using the word 
resources instead. Bill and Leo approve. Rachel asks if she should include 

the title of the article the link goes to. Bill suggests just the group name and 
the link to their resources.    

Katrelia would like to go back to the spending accounts section to include the 
information that over the counter drugs can be purchased with the funds. 
Bill says the HRA still has to be used first though, which already covers over 

the counter medications.  

Rachel continues on through the draft with the Staying Healthy articles 
including importance or sleep and healthy recipe replacements. Rachel 
moves on to telemedicine noting that it has been included in the last two 

newsletters but seems important in the current climate. Bill asks about Heal, 
saying he say something where you pay a monthly fee and get to see your 
physician. Fern asks if he is talking about concierge medicine. Bill thinks it is 
in the same category but it is local to Los Angeles. Rachel says Gallagher 

does have clients that offer it and they just started telemedicine for certain 
areas, but she is less familiar with it. Marcos suggests Gallagher can check 
to see if it has been offered through the CalPERS program as an optional add 
on. Bill asks if this is the one that offers home visits as well. Marcos 
confirms. Bill would like more information, whether it is in the newsletter or 

not.  

Mercedes says on the retirement sections there is some information 
available on the district website and she can provide Rachel a direct link. Bill 
says the more links to sites that can be provided, the better. Bill would like 

to see if Leon can start collecting email addresses for retirees so they can 
easily click the link. Leon says they do have some. Bill suggests asking the 
retirees for an opt-in so that they get permission to send it. Leon says that 
will only be a fraction of the population. Bill understands and says the rest 

will receive it in the mail but wants them to have to option for the links. Fern 
asks if management has a current list. Bill says they do not have the emails 
and each of the retiree groups would need to provide them voluntarily.  

Rachel moves forward, saying the advance care planning will be included 
again this year and pauses at the JLMBC at work page to see if any 

suggestions are made. Bill says the year-end review they will be going 
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through later will have more information that can be added to this section. 
Rachel then goes through the glossary, and contacts, noting those will be 
updated. Bill asks if there will be a new president of 1521A by fall. Ruby says 

they are hoping it will be earlier.  

Rachel then moves on to the adjunct newsletter, noting there will be 
changes made based on the new legislation. Joanne asks about including 
information about online enrollment. Rachel shows the page covering how to 

enroll online. Joanne explains she would like to see further communication to 
make sure people know how to and are aware of what to do. Leo says this 
sounds like a great ideas and he will work with the Gallagher team to 
prepare communications preparing people for how and when to enroll online. 

Leo suggests a call with him, Joanne, HBU and Gallagher to come up with 
the communications. Katrelia recommends utilizing Zoom to help those who 
are not understanding the technical side of the online process. Leo does not 
feel HBU has the bandwidth for such an undertaking. Leo suggests creating 
an IT reminder piece of communications to remind people they are there to 

help as well. Bill clarifies that these communications will be separate from 
the newsletter as they want to start reminding people during the summer. 
Leo agrees and says it can also be posted to the HBU and HR websites. Bill 
suggests looking into a paystub notice. Leo says he will try to get that on 

there.  

Fern circles back to the prescriptions and suggests information on how to 
cover maintenance medication shortages, as she has run into this problem 
recently. Fern says she had to call Optum Rx to find the prescription 

elsewhere and wanted to make sure everyone knew how to do so. Katrelia 
says she has an email she would like to request permission to send out 
regarding Optum Rx. Katrelia stipulates that she unfortunately is not able to 
email it to retiree as there is not a database for retiree emails. Fern says 
retirees are probably the ones using the most prescriptions as well. Rachel 

says they can highlight the Optum Rx contact information on the page with a 
notice if members are short on drugs or have prescription issues, to reach 
out to Optum Rx.  

Rachel quickly covers the rest of the adjunct newsletter, which will for the 

large part contain the same articles as the active, with the addition of 
Covered California information. Rachel goes to the retiree newsletter noting 
it will also include the notice on the cover regarding contribution 
requirements for certain plans. Bill requests that the color scheme be made 

different but similar each year so you can tell them apart from each other 
year to year. Rachel clarifies if changing just the covers would be sufficient. 
Bill thinks that would be enough of a change so if there is attack of them, 
you can tell the difference.  

Rachel continues through the retiree newsletter. Bill wants to know if there 

is a way to add a note about those service providers who never seem to be 
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in network, such as radiologists, anesthesiologists, etc. Bill says he gets two 
or three emails each month about someone who has been surprised by this 
billing since you never know when going into the ER who is or isn’t in 

network. Rachel says they can try to find an article from a reputable source 
to include. Fern offers that when her family members had to get a couple 
procedures done, they called to make sure those providers were in network. 
Bill says he has done the same but ultimately it seems like an issue that 

needs to be resolved with legislation. Leila adds that hospitals can 
sometimes help negotiate to with the providers to charge closer to insurance 
rates. Bill says he did have a similar experience during a recent procedure 
where the providers contracted with the medical group of the hospital. When 

Bill called to check if the anesthesiologist was in network, they were not but 
the medical group was. Bill continues there are multiple ways to do it and 
just wants to provide the information to members on how to check.  

Rachel wraps up the retiree newsletter that is the same as the other two 
from there on out. Bill asks when the deadline is to submit feedback or ideas 

because he wants it to be near completed at the next meeting, leaving only 
technical edits and not major changes. Rachel asks for any suggestions by 
Friday the 24th. Bill clarifies those are the big suggestions being sent and 
then lead to the essential final version in June when all the final corrections 

like names and such are corrected. Bill says he would like to see if go out 
late July since the adjuncts sign up for their benefits in August. Bill explains 
the issue for adjuncts is if they do not get their applications in during August 
but rather September, their benefits will not go into effect until October. Bill 

is requesting it goes out the last week of July or first week of August.  

Fern asks if there was a spring newsletter. Rachel says yes and that is went 
out in January or February. Fern says she didn’t receive it and also asks if 
the JLMBC negotiated that if you have diabetes that you get three paid 
cleanings per year instead of two. Leila says she understands they get four 

cleanings per year. Rachel believes she is talking about one of the 
enhancements added last year. Fern says there is obviously some confusion 
and the number of cleanings and the same type of information should be 
made clear to the retirees and what type of forms you are supposed to get 

and where to get them from for the extra cleanings due to diabetes. Marcos 
explains that with Delta Dental it is on an honor system so you call Delta 
Dental and tell them you have diabetes and they will then include it in the 
services. Rachel says it was included in the last two newsletters. Fern asks if 

instructions were included. Rachel believes the information was included but 
it happy to add it back if everyone would like to see it again. Bill says to add 
it but not to mix up the current coverage and the requests sent to the board.  

Leon wants to know if there is a Plan B is shelter in place is still effective in 
September. Bill does not know. Leon further clarifies his question since the 

newsletters go out earlier and they might not be able to hold the health 
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fairs. Bill says we should add a disclaimer that the health fairs are subject to 
current regulations. Rachel says they can add it for now and if things change 
by the time it’s going to the printer we can make the edits. Joanne suggests 

a Zoom town hall around different campuses for the health fairs as a Plan B. 
Bill suggests Katrelia look into it. Katrelia says as soon as the final packet is 
ready to publish from CalPERS, she will look at how to do that as a Plan B. 
Sharon says that they put on an annual conference in September and have 

been looking at the webinar function in Zoom to conduct their meetings. Bill 
wonders if IT can check if the district purchased that Zoom function. Leo 
agrees to find out.  

B. HRA Retiree Letter Draft 

Leo says he has received a lot of information from HBU and WageWorks. 
Leo’s hope is by the next committee meeting he will have all of the input 
considered. Leo shares that they only have enough space for one sheet of 
paper, front and back. Leo asks for suggestions to be emailed. Fern asks if 
Rachel is responsible for sending out the newsletters to the retirees because 

she knows of a couple, including herself, which do not receive them. Rachel 
explains that the district provides the addresses. Rachel has the contact 
information for who Fern can reach out to in order to update her address 
and will email it to Fern after the meeting.  

Bill sends out Leo’s letter for the committee to review. Fern says she has 
some comments. Leo asks they be emailed so he can review and then he will 
follow up with a quick phone call.  

C. Retirement Guidebook Outline 

Leo shares that he has sent the assets to Gallagher and they are now 
compiling them for a draft to get a feel what the book will look like. Bill asks 
Sharon if she has seen the outline. Sharon says she has not. Leo says she 
actually did see it at the last meeting and not much has moved on beyond 
that. Fern asks to see the outline. Leo says he will distribute it again. 

D. Voluntary Benefits RFP Update 

Leo says this will likely have to be tabled as procurement is busy collecting 
masks and dealing with the pandemic issues. Leo says Katrelia also has an 
EAP RFP that will take precedence over the voluntary benefits RFP. However, 

Leo says they will still have to extend their contract with the current EAP 
provider, MHN, in order to keep the program running. Leo requests that the 
voluntary benefits RFP be tabled as they are not able to move forward with it 
at this time. Leo motions to table it until after open enrollment. Motion 

passes. 

E. Year End Review / 2021 Goals 
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Bill refers to a form that was included in the packet email titled self-
evaluation. Bill goes through the form showing what the committee 
accomplished. Bill asks for an email with any edits the committee might 

have to include in the obstacles from this year and goals for next year. Bill 
says a final look will be taken in June for approval. Bill shares that it will be 
filed on the website, as well as presented to the board. Bill then shares the 
template for the goals worksheet and asks for feedback to be emailed. Bill 

would like to limit the goals to three each year and if those can be 
accomplished then possibly expanding beyond three.  

F. Delta Dental Board Presentation Update 

Marcos says Delta Dental has delayed providing the data due to COVID. 

Marcos shares Delta is operating, however the actuaries have been delayed 
due to current work from home circumstances but they should be sending it 
next week. Bill doubts they will be going to the board anytime soon but that 
it would be good to have the report.  

Wellness Report 

A. Wellness Activities 

Katrelia shares that some of the information and things she was going to 
share have been put on hold for release. Zomohealth has agreed to extend 
the virtual marathon to help to motivate employees to stay physically active. 

Katrelia is waiting on approval from Dr. Roman to send out additional 
challenges and webinars. Katrelia says she has had members throughout the 
district participate in Providence health webcasts with the medical director. 
Katrelia says various emails have gone out regarding telemedicine thanks to 

Gallagher. Kaiser has helped communicate how employees without COVID 
can still receive care. Katrelia says the virtual marathon will end April 30 th.  
Katrelia continues that the final LA Marathon funding report has gone out but 
celebrations for both are on hold.  

B. EAP RFP Update 

Katrelia shares that the EAP RFP is in limbo, as mentioned earlier. Katrelia 
says while listening to a webcast from MHN regarding the death of a district 
employee from COVID, arose the concerns about wearing the masks and 
how to get them. With everything going on, Katrelia has not pushed for the 

RFP too much further.  

Constituency Reports 

A. Retirees 

None   

B. Actives 
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None 

C. Adjuncts 

None 

Closed Session 

None 

Discussion from the Floor 

None 

Action Items 

None 

Public Comments 

None 

 

The meeting adjourned at 11:11 AM. 

 

 


